
ADARE NATURE TRAIL

To follow Adare Tidy Town’s Nature Trail, turn left on Dovecot lane on leaving the car park, left
again back into the car park and right along Station Rd. Enter the Riverbank Walk at the 2nd
entrance (wheelchair friendly). At the end of the Riverbank go right along the N21 back to the
village, crossing to the Village Park to finish.

Starting in the Heritage Centre car park we see the Adare Tidy Towns information panel on
Birds. Virtually all of the birds depicted here can be seen during this walkabout.
The QR codes link to the Adare Nature Trail narrative and Birdwatch Ireland.



Turning left along the Dovecot Lane we see a row of mature Silver Birch (Beith Geal) trees on
our left. Silver Birch is a native Irish tree which supports up to 300 species in its lifetime.
It is the host plant for the Angle Shade Moth caterpillar.



The seeds of the Birch provide important  food for the Siskin (Siscin) bird in winter.

Families of bluetits (Meantan gorm) have been reared in 2 of our birdboxes under the watchful
eye of the girls in 2 nd class. We look forward to installing a nestcam here and at St Joseph’s
boy’s school when we get the technical knowhow sorted.

Blue tit (Meantan Gorm) Goldchrest (Ciorbhui)

At the back of the trees stands a copper beech (Fea) hedge through which ivy (eidhnean) and
brambles (dris) are growing.
Ivy provides shelter for birds and a huge number of insects throughout the year, and its fruit
feeds birds in early Spring.
Brambles - often called briars, have flowers that attract insects and produce fruit (blackberries)
which birds, and indeed humans like.
Both ivy and brambles are very colonising and can take over a hedge or other plantations in a
short time.

Across the lane we see the well cultivated vegetable garden of Our Lady’s Abbey girl’s primary
school where they have planted a fine Oak (Dair) tree.

The school are perennial participants in the Green Schools and Green Flag programmes and
are in the running for their 7th Green Flag.



On the ground  at the base of the hedge we see Lesser Celandine, Dandelion and  Buttercup

Gran Arcain Caisearbhan Gruaig Mhuire
As we reach the end of the laneway, we see the Dovecot - a circular  building which was
constructed in the 1300’s and renovated in the 1950’s. This was used in the  middle ages to rear
and fatten doves to supply meat for the monks in the nearby Trinitarian monastery - the only
monastery of that order in Ireland.

As we turn left to walk through the Heritage centre car park, we see a hedge on our  right, with
Alder (Fearnog) trees at the back, fronted by a Beech (Fea) hedge with a small lawn at the front.
This is a great combination of planted area and wild flowers/weeds all of which are helpful to
nature.

Also in the car park we see Red Dead nettle, Lords-and-ladies and Hairy Bittercre



Caochneantog dearg Cluas chaoin Searbh- bhiolar giobach

Many of the birds on our information panel are seen and heard in this carpark, the swifts
obviously in Summer.

As we leave the car park we cross the bridge on the Droichidin, nolting the natural stone wall
which has a range of naturally seeding plants - Ivy Leaved Toadflax with their trailing purple
flowers loved by bumblebees and sedum which love stone walls.

On coming out onto Station Rd  we see on our left a row of Oak trees planted in the last 30
years along with a wild area on both sides of the stream. This wild area which is privately owned
has the potential to be a hugely interesting area along with the smaller area across Station Rd
near Driocht shpo. The beautifully maintained AIB bank garden is at the village end of the road.

Turning right to walk along Station Rd, we see residential gardens with various plantings. Holly
(Cuileann)  in one is of particular interest as it is greatly favoured by nesting birds and the
berries are eaten in late winter. The caterpillars of the Holly Blue butterfly feed on the holly
leaves.

Passing the entrance to Manor Court and Abbeyville, we see a stone wall on the far side of the
road. We are reminded that this roadway in the 1800’s was actually a canal. The roadway was
built using limestone which was drawn to the area by horse carts and the stone broken to small
2- inch pieces. The rectangular area in the wall was a stone depot where the loads were tipped
for breaking into smaller pieces in an area where further deliveries would not be affected.

Near the Railway station we see mature Horse Chestnut (Crann cno capall) trees, which have
candles of  white flowers in Spring and of course conkers in Autumn.
A mature Yew (Iur) tree also grows near the  station. Yew is a native species and while the
berries  are poisonous to animals and humans, birds can eat them. Legend has it that they were
planted in graveyards to stop people grazing their animals there. Could be true!!

The Station house and Railway bridge were constructed in the 1850’s and service commenced
in 1856. Passenger service ended in 1963 and goods service in1974. The line continued to be
used for through traffic until 2001. Suggestions about its future vary from becoming part of the
“Greenway”, to reopening for rail service.



Our information panel on the riverbank “Underwater in the  Maigue” describes life in the river
and lists some of the threats to it.

The QR codes link to our Nature Trail Narrative and to the excellent Maigue Rivers Trust
website.

The river and its tributaries were drained in the period 1973 to 1986. This process greatly
improved the land utilization in the catchment area, but as always in these projects significant
loss of wetland habitats occurred.

Recreational use of the lower river is almost exclusively confined to fishing. It is renowned as a
Brown Trout river and in the past was a highly rated Salmon river.

An intensive and valuable study is ongoing with a view to developing the Quay in Adare
for canoeing and other water recreational uses.



Just after we start our walk we see a small Alder (Fearnog) grove. Alder is a native Irish tree
which likes damp ground and is quite water resistant. Alders have small cones full of seeds on
which small birds like Siskins and Goldchrests feed.

The riverbank walk, which was developed in the 1980’s, is lined on the land side by a row of
Sycamore trees.
We see the Defibrilator installed by Adare’s “First Responders” team.

As we go further we come to our Bat information panel.
The QR codes link to the Adare Nature Trail narrative and to further information about bats.

On a bat survey in Adare in 2019, the Limerick group detected Daubenton (Ialtog uisce) bats
chasing flies over the water, Leisler (Ialtog Leisler) bats hunting along the tree line and
Pippestrelle’s (Ialtog fheascrach)  on the land side of the tree line.
We have installed bat boxes and 2 of them have been occupied for periods.

In Summer and Autumn in this area of the riverbank, we see the huge problem that Giant
Hogweed (Feabhran Capaill) has  become. This invasive species has taken over large parts  of
the riverbank here in Adare and many areas upriver. Contact with it early in its growth, when it is



Rhubarb - like, can cause severe skin burns which can recur later when exposed to sunlight.
Efforts to eliminate it can only be undertaken by professionals  and take a long time as the
seeds can regrow after many years.

Iris (Feileastram) Giant Hogweed (Feabhran Capaill)

After we go over the stream coming from the right, we see in the fields especially in Summer, a
lovely  display of Iris (Feileastram) with their  distinctive yellow flowers.

Towards the top of the walk, we see the St Nicholas primary school, the extension to which has
a living roof. The sedges on this roof provide food for pollinators.
St Nicholas are  the village champions in the Green Schools and Green Flag programmes, and
are chasing their 8th Green Flag.
On our left, we see the large and very informative information point which wonderfully depicts
the bird and animal life on the river.
In a recent survey conducted as part of a proposed river defence system, all of the species
depicted on this graphic are still with us and some - the Cormorant and Little Egret have
increased in number.
On our right, we see 3 mature Lime (Teile) trees and an area seeded by nature with as many
species as you would expect in the circumstances.



Towards the  end of the riverbank walk, we see the 14 (yes there are 14) arch bridge, which was
originally constructed around1400. In the original bridge, chevrons were constructed on the
eastern side so that pedestrians could stand in from the horsedrawn traffic - the bridge was so
narrow. It was widened on the  western side  in the  1850’s.
It is a tribute to the engineering and workmanship on the original that the bridge was left in place
and just added on to, with the chevrons now used as a viewing and photographic point for the
Norman castle. Little could the original designers have imagined the sophisticated cameras that
their little spaces would facilitate!

As we walk towards the village we see the Augustinian Priory which dates back to 1315 with
fabulous mature Lime (Teile) trees on its southern side. The monks here wore black clothing -
giving the name Blackabbey to the area.
Further along, we see the new entrance to Adare Manor - built in the 1830’s and now a 5+ star
hotel. Its fabulous golf course is set to host the Ryder Cup in 2027.

The stone wall on our right is a live habitat for a huge number of ferns. These attract pollinators,
flies and butterflies, which in turn are eaten by birds.



Polypody fern (Scim chaol) Hart’s - tongue fern (Creamh na muice fea)

Further on our way to the village we see more mature Lime trees and in the field we frequently
see a herd of beautiful beef animals - black Aberdeen Angus and white headed Hereford
crosses.

Aberdeen Angus Hereford

We walk under magnificent mature Lime  (Teile) trees. These are estimated to be in the region
of 200 yrs old and support huge numbers of insects, mosses, lichens and of course birds.

After the hotel,on our right we see the Parochial house - former home of the parish priest of
Adare with its sundial, and fronted by a yew (Iur) tree. This is  followed by a row of Copper
Beech (Fea) trees  in the beautiful grounds and Trinitarian Abbey - originally built around 1230
and restored  by a number of Earls of Dunraven in the 1800’s. 3 Lime (Teile) trees front the
Church, with a delicate maple (mailp) and unusual Fuschia (Fiuise) near the door.

The Fountain was erected by Caroline, Countess of Dunraven, in 1844 in thanks to the people
of the village for their help in saving the Manor from destruction by fire. This fountain was a
source of drinking water for over 100 years, and the area was beautifully restored by Limerick
County Council in 2021.



4 Beech (Fea) trees line the footpath in front of the Heritage Centre. Beech, though not native,
supports over 100 species of insect and is often used as a roost by bats.

Crossing the busy road - carefully, we enter the Village Park, which was gifted to the Village in
1979 by the Earl of Dunraven.
The walkway to the gazebo is lined by Birch (Beith) trees with Beech (Fea) lining the long walk
at the “village” gate. Hornbeam (Crann sleamhain), Willow (Saileach) Oak (Dair) and a huge
number of ornamental species are scattered throughout.
We also unfortunately see some Ash (Fuinseog) which are dying from Ash dieback fungal
disease.
The area is now being extensively refurbished by Limerick County Council with a view to
increasing its biodiversity and pollinator friendliness.
Efforts to attract families have increased with the planting of a live willow (saileach) tunnel, with
more to follow.
Here we see our information panel on Trees, which indicates the link between trees and the rest
of nature.
The QR codes link to the Adare Nature Trail narrative and to the Tree Council of Ireland website

The park



We also have our Pollinator information panel, which again tries to prompt interest in the huge
role of pollinators in our life.
The QR codes here link to the Adare Nature Trail Narrative and to further information on
pollination and linkages in nature.

The drop in the numbers of insects over the last 30 years is estimated to be in the region of 60%
and indeed we have seen higher figures.

This is noticeable for our more senior motorists, who remember it as a big job to clean their
windscreens after a drive in dry weather, especially at night. Keeping the front numberplate
legible was often a big task - not an issue now.

These insects were not necessarily all pollinators, but they were all important members of the
food chain and the reduction in their numbers has left a huge gap in the ecosystem. Many birds
who feed largely on insects have suffered huge number drops as a result.

Many of these declines are attributed to the loss of habitats, and while our individual decisions
will not immediately recover the huge areas which have been taken from the wild, we can, all in



our small way, create more areas and spaces where insects, larvae and all the important sub -
life species can thrive.




